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Establishing a journal: fundamentals
•

Why does this journal exist, what is it aiming to achieve?

•

Who is our target audience (authorship, readership) and what are their needs?

•

What is (are) the journal’s USP*(s) towards our target audience?

I need fast
publication !

I don’t have
budget for OA
publishing fees

* Unique selling point

I publish to
attract regional
collaborators
My funder
supports Plan S
– I need to
publish with
CC-BY

My funder
supports DORA
– journal-based
metrics matter
less to me
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Establishing a journal: aims and scope
Your journal’s ‘shop window’ - the message and goal of a journal should be clearly defined and
communicated (and should be adhered to)
Consider the following:
•

The vision of the journal

•

Topic(s) published

•

Article types

•

Audience

•

Peer review method (single/double blind)

•

Publication frequency and model
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Establishing a journal: initial formalities
Several elements need to be present a launch to document a journal’s launch and growth
•

ISSN – obtain before launch, separate ISSN required for print and digital editions

•

DOI – static article identifier

I have the identifiers, what next? – some technical aspects to consider:
•

Publishing platform
o

The journal must assure its authors that their published articles remain in perpetuity

o

Consider publication with a third-party platform?

•

Rights management
o

What are the publishing rights that you need as journal owner (publisher)?

o

What are the end-user rights to protect an author’s work?
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Establishing a journal: rights management I
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Establishing a journal: rights management II
License type

Implications
(in all cases authors get credit for their work)

CC-BY

Author permits others to use the work and also create
derivatives, including for commercial use.

CC-BY-NC-SA

Author permits other to use the work and also create derivatives,
as long as these are shared under the same or a compatible
license. Commercial (re)use is not permitted.

CC-BY-NC-ND

Author permits other to use the work but does not permit
adaptations to be shared. Commercial (re)use is not permitted.

Important to consider funding body
requirements for your target authorship

This work by Creative Commons is
licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License.
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Establishing a journal: ethics I
The journal’s ethics policy should be clarified to readers, and especially authors, prior to
submitting a manuscript.
•

Having clear rules in place gives the journal the basis to assess whether authors adhere to
those rules or not.

•

Having a clear ethics statement facilitates indexing in various databases.

Ethics can include best practices on human or animal research subjects, citation rules, plagiarism
and conflict of interest as well.
While having ethics rules is important, it is paramount that they are applied.
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Establishing a journal: ethics II
Put yourself in an author’s shoes when trying to avoid predatory journals.
Initiatives such as ‘Think, Check, Submit’ give advice:
•

Do you or your colleagues know the journal?

•

Can you easily identify and contact the publisher?

•

Is the journal clear about the type of peer review it uses?

•

Are articles indexed in services that you use?

•

Is it clear what fees will be charged?

•

Do you recognise the editorial board?

•

Is the publisher a member of a recognized industry initiative?
o Do they belong to the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) ?
o If the journal is open access, is it listed in the Directory of Open AccessJournals (DOAJ) ?
o If Is the journal hosted on one of INASP’s Journals Online platforms (for journals published in Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri
Lanka, Central America and Mongolia) or on African Journals Online (AJOL, for African journals)?
o Is the publisher a member of another trade association?
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Establishing a journal: editorial board
The editorial board should be reflective of the journal aims and scope
•

If the journal is targeting a local audience, the members should be active and key authors in the region.

•

If the journal targets an international audience, members should also be international

Responsibilities of editorial board members can include;
•

To advise/direct development of the journal

•

Submit their own work (NB the author must not be involved in the review process)

•

Act as reviewers

•

Support the ethics policy of the journal

•

Promote the journal to their colleagues and networks, and invite them to submit

At the beginning of the journal’s journey, it is hard to attract new authors. Having a familiar editorial board member may
attract an author to submit to that journal.
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Years 1-2

"Robot Spaceman Party Invitation" by Dot D is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
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Indexing and citation metrics
•

DOAJ (Directory Open Access Journals) indexes high-quality peer-reviewed OA journals
o

•

PMC (PubMed Central) for (bio)medical (OA) journals
o

•

•

Minimum article requirement 5 per year. An application to DOAJ includes information on peer review, editorial
board, CC license, and how OA is provided.
To be indexed, a journal needs to publish no less than 25 articles annually, and for each article to contain a
conflict-of-interest statement. English language only and a regular publication schedule required

Scopus covers all subject areas and currently indexes >25,000 publications
o

Journal needs to have been launched for 2 years with article title/abstract and journal website available in
English.

o

Ethics statement and regular publication schedule required; assessment by an independent content advisory
board.

Emerging Sources Citation Index (ESCI) covers all subject areas and currently indexes >7,800 publications
o

Journals that meet 24 quality criteria included presence of a peer review policy and are included in ESCI.

o

If a journal meets the 24 quality criteria and an additional 4 impact criteria it will be included in the relevant
Science Citation Index (SCI – typically after a minimum of 2 years. Only journals indexed in SCI receive an
impact factor.
Please visit the corresponding websites (see resources) for a full and up-to-date list of selection criteria
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Case study
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Genomics, Proteomics and Bioinformatics: introduction
•

Established 2003 as a diamond OA title,
transitioned to an Author-Pays OA model in 2019

•

Official journal of the Beijing Institute of
Genomics, Chinese Academy of Sciences /
China National Center for Bioinformation and
Genetics Society of China

•
•

Clear aims and scope statement including article
types of interest.
A willingness from the editorial team to
experiment and a focus on invited content
(special issues, database/methods articles) have
been key to this title’s successful development.

The goals of GPB are to disseminate new frontiers in the
field of omics and bioinformatics, to publish high-quality
discoveries in a fast-pace, and to promote open access
and online publication via Article-in-Press for efficient
publishing.
GPB is interested in submissions across all areas of life
science, biology, and biomedicine, focusing on large data
acquisition, analysis, and curation. Manuscripts with
topics on omics and the related bioinformatics are all
welcome to publish with us.
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Genomics, Proteomics and Bioinformatics: guide for authors
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Genomics, Proteomics and Bioinformatics: published papers
2003
Move to author
pays OA

2020
First IF awarded

Source: Scopus
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Genomics, Proteomics and Bioinformatics: citations

Cited by 2005

Cited by 2020

3000

Source: Scopus / Clarivate Analytics
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Resources
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Some useful resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

http://www.issn.org/
https://www.doi.org/
https://publicationethics.org/
https://www.readyforscopus.com/
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/journal-evaluation-process-andselection-criteria/
https://creativecommons.org/about/cclicenses/
https://www.inasp.info/project/journals-online-project
https://thinkchecksubmit.org/
https://doaj.org/apply/guide/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/pub/addjournal/
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Thank-you
•

Digital Commons team for the invitation to join the conference

•

Thana Khasawneh and Joe D’Angelo, Publishers at Elsevier, for input

•

To you all for joining and listening today…
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